Vision-OE™ premium remanufactured steering gears

Help eliminate the play in worn steering systems

Steering gears, also known as “recirculating ball gears” or “gear boxes,” are used in the steering systems for rear-wheel-drive cars and trucks. We remanufacture for all makes and models with precision, using an OE-engineered process that’s similar to how new gears are made:

- Gear housings are inspected and bead-blasted to eliminate rust and corrosion
- Sector shafts are magnafluxed to ensure structural integrity
- Sealing surfaces are inspected, reconditioned and polished
- Seals and O-rings are replaced with new, OE-equivalent parts
- Recirculating balls are 100% replaced with matched sets sized to ensure correct steering feel and performance
- Assembled units are 100% functionally tested for leaks and performance.

Because of our OE approach to remanufacturing, technicians and their customers can expect replacement steering gears that help to restore the responsive steering that cars, light trucks and SUVs had when they were new.

Vision-OE™ Premium Remanufactured Steering Products

- Rack and Pinion
- Power Steering Pumps
- Steering Gears

Information and specifications contained in this document were in effect at the time of its publication. Vision-OE™, Inc. reserves the right to change the specification of, and/or discontinue the availability of, any product, without notice and without incurring obligation.
Remanufactured using an OE-engineered process

- All parts are inspected. Critical components are gauged and magnafluxed.
- Daily contamination audits are conducted to meet OE-based standards.
- 100% end-of-line functionally tested to meet OE-based specifications.
- Individually serial numbered and recorded with archived test data.

Vision-OE® premium remanufactured power steering pumps

Put OE-quality performance in the heart of the system.

Power steering systems depend on the hydraulic fluid circulated by the pump. When it’s time to replace this vital part, technicians and their customers want performance and value that lasts. That’s why we use a reman process with an OE-quality focus.

Our quality focus:
- Components are inspected and tested for straightness and structural integrity.
- Housings are bead-blasted to eliminate rust and/or corrosion.
- Sealing surfaces are polished, restored, and checked for smoothness.
- Seals and boots are replaced with new OE-equivalent parts.
- Assembled units are 100% functionally tested for leaks and performance.

Applying our OE-experience and standards results in remanufactured power steering pumps that offer like-new quality and dependability in a broad range of applications for all makes and models.

Vision-OE® premium remanufactured rack and pinion

Restore like-new, leak-free steering performance.

Our goal is to provide service technicians with reman rack and pinion steering they can trust. This enables them to offer their customers dependable steering performance and great value. During our OE-engineered remanufacturing process, rack and pinion units receive close attention.

Our quality focus:
- Components are inspected and tested for straightness and structural integrity.
- Housings are bead-blasted to eliminate rust and/or corrosion.
- Sealing surfaces are polished, restored, and checked for smoothness.
- Seals and boots are replaced with new OE-equivalent parts.
- Assembled units are 100% functionally tested for leaks and steering performance.

Automotive parts and service professionals can depend on Vision-OE® steering products for the best all-makes, all-models coverage in the industry, plus enhanced profit opportunities, and an OE-engineered remanufacturing process with functional testing that reduces warranty claims.

Turn to Vision-OE® for a new direction in steering.

Highlights of our OE-engineered remanufacturing process
When Vision-OE engineers apply their OE experience and high standards to steering, the result is remanufactured rack and pinion products of exceptional quality for all makes and models.

- Components are inspected and tested for straightness and structural integrity
- Housings are bead-blasted to eliminate rust and/or corrosion
- Sealing surfaces are polished, restored, and checked for smoothness
- Seals and boots are replaced with new OE-equivalent parts
- Assembled units are 100% functionally tested for leaks and steering performance

Applying our OE-experience and standards results in remanufactured power steering pumps that offer like-new quality and dependability in a broad range of applications for all makes and models.

Our quality focus
- Components are inspected and cleaned of rust and corrosion.
- Shaft and internal surfaces are inspected, reconditioned and polished.
- Seals and O-rings are replaced with new, OE-equivalent parts.
- Assembled units are 100% functionally tested for leaks and performance.

Applying our OE-experience and standards results in remanufactured power steering pumps that offer like-new quality and dependability in a broad range of applications for all makes and models.
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